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Peter Koulaxizellis (3K), Nives Foresio & Grace Ciorciari (3F) 

Religion 

 

Mary – Mother of the Church  - We will focus on: 
● Mary is the Mother of the Church and our Mother.’ 
● Mary said “Yes” to God by doing as He asked. 
● Saints say “Yes” to God by following in the footsteps of Jesus 
● Mary Help of Christians is the Patron Saint of Australia 

 
In preparation for Christmas we will be focusing on 
Advent People – waiting for the Prince of Peace. 
We will explore the concept of waiting and look at different Bible figures who were waiting for God. 

English 
 

Reading 
 
During Teacher Focus reading 
sessions, we will continue to focus 
on Reciprocal Reading.   A reciprocal 
approach provides students with 
four specific reading strategies that 
are actively and consciously used to 
support comprehension: 
Questioning, Clarifying,   Summarizing, and Predicting.  We will 
discuss how different types of texts vary in use of language 
choices, depending on their purpose and context (eg. tense 
and types of sentences).  The students will continue to 
monitor their predicting, confirming, rereading, reading on 
and self-correcting strategies.  
 

Writing 
 
During this term, we will be focusing on  Procedural texts and 
Explanation texts. We will also revisit Narrative writing, 
looking at the seven steps to successful writing.  Our particular 
emphasis will be on ‘Sizzling Starts’ and ‘Tightening Tension’. 
Writer’s Notebook will also be continued. 
 
Speaking and Listening 
 
Linking in with Reading, Writing and Inquiry, the students will 
continue to be encouraged to practise paraphrasing. They will also 
be practising oral skills in questioning, clarifying,  summarizing, and 
predicting.  There will be opportunities to use specific observational 
language, eg orbit, day, night, time etc 
There will continue to be opportunities for conversations focusing 
on the shared use of social conventions, including taking turns, 
based on ‘popcorn talk’. 

Mathematics 
 
Number and Algebra 
 
During this fourth term, the maths emphasis will be on 
representing and modelling unit fractions, including ½, ¼,  ⅓, 
⅕, and their multiples, to a complete whole.  Students will 
continue to develop their understanding of number patterns 
by describing and creating various patterns. 

 
 
Measurement and Geometry 
Location & Position 
In the unit, ‘Location and Position’, the foci will be on creating 
maps to show position, reading maps and following pathways, 
and using grid references to locate positions on a map. 
In the unit, ‘Geometric Reasoning’, the foci will be on identifying 
angles as measures of turn, and comparing angle sizes in everyday 
situations. 
 
 

 



Inquiry 
 
During this term our Inquiry will be about the Earth. We will explore how the Earth 
turns creating Day and Night and how the Earth orbits around the sun. We will also 
be looking at the Earth's Natural landscape and how natural processes such as 
erosion continually change this. We will also explore the impact humans are 
having on the planet, for example pollution.  

Italian - Anna Bregu 

  
Unit of Work – Middle Level Unit on Learning Dispositions 
During this unit, the students will be exposed to a variety of 
Literature formats, both in Italian and English, as the 
springboard to learning about the whole school Learning 
Dispositions, in Italian. This unit of work will support and 
enhance the children’s understanding and knowledge of these 
important learning dispositions which help them to become 
the best learners they can be. They will also become aware 
that these learning dispositions are universal; they will help 
them no matter where they are or what they are learning. 
Throughout this unit, we will be enjoying multimodal stories, 
bilingual stories, learning new Italian vocabulary, recycling 
known vocabulary, as well as reading and writing simple Italian 
sentences using modelled examples. The students will be 
introduced to the modal verbs - ‘volere-voglio, potere-posso, 
and dovere-devo (I want, I can and I must). They will learn the 
first person present tense forms and use them in reading and 
writing. They will use ‘posso’ - ‘I can’ to create, use and reflect 
on their ‘I can’ statements for their learning. They will be 
introduced to some new gestures to help them learn new 
vocabulary. 
Towards the end of the term, we will work on a mini unit on 
Christmas ‘Natale’, which will focus on special Italian Christmas 
foods, traditions and celebrations. 
The students will continue to participate in classroom routines, 
greetings, songs, games and shared activities such as choral 
reading, to familiarise themselves with frequently used words 
and simple phrases in Italian and to extend their vocabulary. 

Visual Arts - Luisa Vivarelli 

 
This term in Visual Arts, the Year 3 students will-  
 

● Focus on threads and textiles, modelling  and 
construction. 

● Explore the traditions of Diwali and create a 
clay-pinch-pot candle holder. 

● Explore the theme of Halloween and create a paper 
magiclay spider and web. 

● Use a variety of materials to create their Christmas 
Art. . 

● Begin to discuss how ideas are expressed in 
artworks. 

 

 

 
 

Performing Arts - Maria Buttifant 

 
In this last term the Year 3 students will be introduced to published scripts. Working in groups they will be involved in 
read-throughs, casting, directing, rehearsing, acting and performing. They will also be critiquing their own and others’ 
performances. In the latter part of the term they will be rehearsing in preparation for the school’s carols night. 

Physical Education - Emma Daly 

 
In Term 4 the Year 3 students will continue to work on their Jump Rope unit. They will work on skipping independently, both 
stationary and moving, as well as learning and practising some skipping tricks, such as criss cross, figure 8 and double jumps. 
They will try some partner skipping as well as participating in group games with the big rope. The focus will be on rhythm, 
coordination and fitness. 
In the later part of the term Melbourne Victory will be attending Holy Name to complete 4 weeks of clinics with the students, 
focusing on a variety of soccer skills. The children will continue to work on their sportsmanship and teamwork skills. 


